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Many people around the world adore Kim Kardashian. While she has a decent amount of haters who like to criticize her at every turn, she also has tons of fans who appreciate how she turned 10 minutes of fame into 10 decades of fortune-building insanity. Even if you don't like how it got its start, Kim K's ability to entertain and market the Kardashian brand is
not just impressive. But what does the beauty mogul look like when she has some inspiration? Kim Kardashian | Charles Sykes/Bravo/NBCU Photo Bank Kim Kardashian adores Elizabeth Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor is Kardashian's glamour icon and she's far from afraid to admit it! In 2011, Harper's Bazaar gave Kim K. a life chance: an opportunity to interview a
two-time Oscar-winning actress. The very first line of the KUWTK star was: You are my idol. But I am six men and some big jewels are behind. What should I do?. While the latter statement is a hilarious addition, it's clear Kardashian's sister couldn't contain her excitement! Kardashian really had a fangirl moment! In the interview, Kardashian asks Taylor about
her iconic role in cleopatra. Taylor says the best thing about the part was playing a woman who was fueled by passion. For me, the most interesting thing about her was her passion. Things that matter to me – mother, businesswoman, activist – are everything that has been thrown out of great passion. - Elizabeth Taylor (Harper's Bazaar) It's this claim that
really bridges the gap between two very different generations of influential women. So much so that Kardashian owns some of her jewelry during the interview, she doesn't take long for Kardashian to start talking about Taylor's jewelry collection. Why? At the time Taylor was the owner of the world's most iconic collection. Kardashian was able to name three
past actress famous diamond rings without a doubt. No wonder she's a self-proclaimed lover and a well-known elizabeth taylor of all things. She even cheekily asked Taylor to follow her on Twitter and luckily gained a track from a woman of her dreams that day! I am a huge Elizabeth Taylor nerd, as will now become clear. - Kim Kardashian (Harper's Bazaar)
Given Kardashian's love of humanitarian idol, it's no surprise that she made her way to the sale of the property after her passing. She bought $65,000 in jewelry from her collection that day! And recreated some of her favorite Elizabeth Taylor looks like Kardashian also happened to score her first fashion cover on the same Harper's Bazaar issue. She took the
opportunity to rock Cleopatra-inspired looks as a nod to one of her idols in the most coveted roles. The editorial was aptly named Cleopatra with K and featured a $3,298 gold dress by Ralph Lauren, a $5,200 headpiece and rings ($1,600-$2,800) by Lynn Ban, a $4,150 gold cuffed Tom Ford, and the most expensive Casadei apartments ever ($1,440). Two
years after her Harper's Bazaar appearance, Kardashian paid tribute to her favorite again with a simple Instagram post. In it, the reality star offered up a picture of her reflective single Herb Ritts' most iconic shot of Taylor since 1991. The header reads #MyIdol. Perhaps Kim Kardashian even looks like Taylor in her daily life as mentioned earlier there were
three things that were important to Taylor – being a mother, being an activist, and being a businesswoman. Like Taylor, Kardashian is all three of these things. That doesn't mean they are the same, but maybe Kim K. keeps her thoughts when caring for her children, expanding her empire, and checking her humanitarian efforts. Kardashian is a mother to four
children like Taylor. Both women are actresses, although they are in different niches. Taylor was very passionate about his humanitarian projects. She was world known for her fight against HIV/AIDS, which began in 1984. She made it her mission to use her popularity to increase the cause of millions and spread information about the disease. Kim K. also uses
her raging popularity for good! Just look at what she did for these prisoners in just three months. While they may be two completely different reasons, both are great fights to help save people's lives. It really looks like Kardashian couldn't have chosen a better woman to look up to. Ever since Kim Kardashian teased the latest additions to her ultra glam iPhone
game - little sisters Kendall and Kylie - I have been patiently counting up to the day they finally unveiled. Well, that day, there's people here. Kendall Jenner's Kim Kardashian: Hollywood avatars were revealed and I couldn't be more psyched. So now the question arises - how well do they represent a leggy supermodel in digital form? As a very obsessed
Kendall Jenner fan (yes, I want to be her) I naturally analyzed every nook and cranny that digitized doll, and I must admit they did a pretty damn good job with it. Avatars just look like exact copies of KJ in real life, right up to the perfect resting outfits she wears on the red carpet (including jewelry and shoes) and the hair and makeup looks she sports regularly.
My favorite part, however, sees some of Kendall's finest ensembles returned to life again. Because, duh, everything she wears is amazing. Jenner took to Instagram to debut her new pixelated self with three different looks that she rocked at the AMA, VMAs, and Billboards, respectively. To prove how amazing the transformation is, can we compare avatar's
outfits with Kendall's actual look, we? American Music AwardsJason Merritt/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty Images: Do you look at that first avatar again. They nailed this ensemble to every little detail - even red lips and nude pumps. Billboard Awards ROBBIE BECK/AFP/Getty ImagesOnce again, Avatar Kendall remains loyal to the IRL version and I'm in
awe. They even managed to emphasize metal heels. Video Music AwardsJason Merritt/Getty Images ImagesIt looks like there is probably one of the best represented avatar and it's just incredible. It's as if she stepped straight off the red carpet and onto the iPhone screen. I love what I see so far, but here's hoping for more kendall's famous looks to bring it into
its digital form! Images: Getty (3) Is Kourtney Kardashian slacking on Keeping Up With The Kardashians? Kourtney's need for boundaries over the scope of the reality show came to a head on the December 8 episode of KUWTK, causing Kim Kardashian to threaten to fire Kourtney out of the show. Does Kim have the right to do so, though? Kris Jenner, Kim
Kardashian, Khloe Kardashian and Kourtney Kardashian | Christopher Polk/E! Entertainment/NBCU Photo Bank Kim and Khloe got into a fight with Kourtney Kim and Khloe didn't think Kourtney was sharing enough of her private life on the show and they completely called her on it. While Kourtney believes in keeping some boundaries about what she wants to
share, her sisters believe it's their job to let cameras into their lives. Kourtney told her sisters that they were so disrespectful, adding: 'If I have limits, respect them. Just because you like to show every thing... Khloe then interrupted, saying I don't like... this is our job. Kim explained in a confession that they were getting frustrated with Kourtney, sharing: 'Our job
is to be open and honest and share a lot of ourselves, and it just seems like the last few years now, Kourtney hasn't really been open about her personal life on camera. So all the days that Kourtney isn't filming, Khloe and I are picking up the slack and having to share more. The reason if we don't share our lives, then what is the show? Khloe attacked
Kourtney, telling her: You don't have to give anything, you're on the shore. You think it's right that you just get through your life?... I would rather share never a thing. Kourtney believes her sisters' nosy Kourtney was understandably frustrated as her sisters were ganging up on her and admitted: 'My sisters are pretty noisy when it comes to something in my life.'
She added: 'I don't know if they're bored in their lives and they want to live through my wild dating life that they think is going on. Come on, guys. Let's go with you. Kim threatened to fire Kourtney clearly to reach the end of her rope, Kim called Kourtney and said, We have a proposal for you. It starts with f and ends on While Kourtney said she was down for it,
she texted Khloe to say she was in tears over Kim's ultimatum. Kourtney shared with the camera: 'Should Kim think she has the power to relieve me of our family show? It's just crazy. It's just sometimes we need a break and I don't want to film with Kim. Does Kim really fire Kourtney? Kourtney admitted that it was crazy for Kim to think she could fire her from
KUWTK and fans wondered if Kim really has the right to do so. In a Reddit discussion about the episode one fan noted: OK, but how kim and Khloe have fire kourt???? THEY ARE ALL EQUAL EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS. On Twitter, a fan talked about contracts related, sharing: um they can't fire anyone especially at Kris. She did the show and what made
them famous. And Kourtney, Kim and Khloe each have the same contract so they can't fire each other. During the episode, Khloe chatted with fans on Twitter and confirmed that she, Kim, and Kourtney have the same contract. One fan asked: isn't shadows at all, but does Kendall and Kylie have different contracts now #KUWTK? Cos Kendall rarely films and
Kylie isn't featured a whole lot? Khloe shared: 'Kendall and Kylie have different contracts. Kourt, Kim and I have a uniform treaty. This seems to suggest that they don't have the power of shooting against each other, but continues to support why Khloe and Kim were so annoyed with Kourtney and Kris. Khloe tweeted: 'I love my mom so much! But I talked to my
manager and co-worker. Kim and I are exhausted by picking up sluggishness and working overtime because they won't film #KUWTK. #KUWTK.
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